
Verbs Grammar II
CONJUGATIONS/ VERBAL PATTERNS/ BINYANIM

The Aramaic of the Zohar regularly uses five conjugations or verbal patterns,
known as binyanim1.

Name of Conjugation Typical meaning

P'al  l ©r §R Simple

Pa'el l¥r ©R Intensive

Itpe'el  l¥r §R §z ¦̀ Passive

Itpa'al   l ©r ©R §z ¦̀ Reflexive

Afel     l¥r §t ©̀ Causative

NOTES:
1) most roots have not developed in all five conjugations2

2) There are two alternative conjugations3 which convey some of the same nuances as
these five:
   SHAFEL4  l¥r §t ©y instead of AFEL
   ISHTAFEL5  l ¥t ©Y §W ¦̀  as a reflexive or passive of the Shafel

3) Many verbs do not fit this continuum of simple-intensive-passive-reflexive-causative.
Further, some roots are primarily used in the Afel -- and this will be clear in the glossary.
You will probably find it most helpful simply to memorize the root and its most common
conjugations and meanings. [See: Verbs Grammar III: Paradigms]  

4)Verbs can take object suffixes which show the recipient of an action. So for the
the root xcW  [send, dispatch], the P'al pf. 3rd m.s.6 has:
     i ¦p ©x §C ©W - sent me  I.12a   Di ¥x §C ©W - sent him  I.7a. 

1. Binyan [o©i§p ¦A] is the Hebrew word for ''structure''. We preserve its translation as ''conjugation'' as being
the term most familiar to readers of other languages.

2. For example, lcW [be occupied, strive, engage] and xEr [awaken, arouse] seem to occur only in the
Itpa'al.

3. For example, the verb uiW [destroy, obliterate] occurs only in the Shafel. The root rci is used in the
Zohar with the sense of ''know, consult, inform, recognize, distinguish'', and in the Ishtafel with a

sense of ''be known, be recognized, be designated, understand''.
4. The Shafel is preserved in the verb uiW .
5. The Ishtafel is preserved in the verbs rci and car [do, make, serve].
6. As the simplest form of the verb, the 3rd m.s. is usually not designated as such in dictionaries or

glossaries. However, the other persons, gender, and number are designated.
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Verbs Grammar II
CONJUGATIONS/ VERBAL PATTERNS/ BINYANIM

There follows six Tabels of Model Paradigms:
 i -  the Perfect tense in all conjugations;
ii -  the Active Participle in its basic form/3rd m.s.
iii. - the Passive Participle in P'al
iv - the Passive Participle in Pe'al
v -  the Future tense
vi - the Imperative mood
vii - the Infinitive
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i- PERFECT: MODEL PARADIGM*
l¥r §t ©̀

Afel
[causative]

l©r©R §z ¦̀
Itpaal

[reflexive]

l¥r §R §z ¦̀
Itpeel

[passive]

l¥r©R
Pael

[intensive]

l©r §R
Peal

[simple]

©̀lrt`p̈ §z ¦̀lr ©t`p̈ §z ¦̀lr §R`§p lr ©t`p̈ §l ©r §t`p̈
¦l ©r §tzi
§l ©r §ti ¦z

¡1st person
sing.

 [I verbed; I
have verbed]

©̀lrtz §z ¦̀lr ©tz §z ¦̀lr §tz lr ©t§z
lr ©tz ©̀

lr §t§z
lr §tz ©̀

2nd
pers.sing.

[you ]*

©̀lrt §z ¦̀lr ©t §z ¦̀lr §t lr ©t lr §t 3rd
masc.sing.

[he/it]

©̀©lrtz §z ¦̀©lr ©tz
§z ¦̀l̈r ©t`

§z ¦̀©lr §tz
§z ¦̀lr §tz ©̀
§z ¦̀l̈r §t`

©lr ©tz ©lr §tz
l̈r §td

3rd fem.sing.
[she/it]

not found in
Zohar

not found in
Zohar

not found in
Zohar

lr ©t`p̈ lr §top̈
l̈r §to
lr §t`p̈

1st plural
[we]

©̀lrtoEz not found in
Zohar

not found in
Zohar

lr ©toEz lr §toEz
¦lr §tEzi

2nd 
m.and f.pl.

[you]

©̀lrtE not found in
Zohar

§z ¦̀lrtE lr ©tE lr §tE
lr §toE

3rd m.pl.
[they]

©̀l̈rto not found in
Zohar

§z ¦̀l̈rto not found in
Zohar

l̈r §to 3rd f.pl.
[they]

Root letters are shown by lrt, the word for verb. Red = prefixes characteristic of some
verbal patterns/binyanim. Blue = suffixes which indicate person and are the same in all
binyanim.

In the 2nd person singular, Kaddari has not found feminine forms. Either they are the
same for masculine and feminine in Zoharic Aramaic, or it happens that a female is
not directly addressed in the text.

* This table is the original work of Justin Jaron Lewis

•
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ii- ACTIVE PARTICIPLE*
Basic forms: masc.sing.

Conjugation m.s. act.prtcpl.                     

P'al   l ©r §R
simple: verbing

¦rR̈il ©rR̈ /l

Pa'el  l¥r ©R
intensive: verbing intensely

¦nl ©r §t

Itpe'el  l¥r §R §z ¦̀
passive: being verbed

§z ¦̀ /li ¦r §R§z ¦̀l¥r §R

Itpa'al  l ©r ©R §z ¦̀
reflexive: verbing oneself

§z ¦nl ©r ©R

Afel  l¥r §t ©̀
causative: causing to verb, causing to be
verbed

©̀ /l¥r §t©̀¥r §til
nlrt

The active participle may vary with gender and number. Optionally, suffixes will indicate
first or second person in the singular and plural.
Especially in Zoharic Aramaic, many active participles look like the past tense. You will
often have to go by context in order to translate.
This table uses the basic form of the 3rd person masculine singular; other forms are
created by the addition of suffixes:
   - fem. sing. : end with `- or z-
   - pl. : m. or f. can end with oe- or e-, oi-,i-. o-

* This table is the original work of Justin Jaron Lewis
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iii- PASSIVE PARTICPLE
P' AL*

Masc. Fem.

Singular (regular form) li ¦r §R ῭li ¦r §R
dl̈i ¦r §R

Singular (emphatic state) ῭li ¦r §R `z̈§li ¦r §R

Plural (no distinction
between m. and f. )

oi¦li ¦r §R
öli ¦r §R

oi¦li ¦r §R
öli ¦r §R

Most frequent passive participles: ji ¦x §A - blessed;  ai ¦z §M - written
    jix §v - need (this is also the core meaning of the root).
    The plural oi ¦ki ¦x §v often means ''people need'', ''we need''; ''it is necessary''

PASSIVE PARTICIPLE:
iv- PAEL*

Masc. Fem.

Singular (regular form) l ©rR̈ §n ῭l §rR̈ §n

Singular (emphatic state) ῭l §rR̈ §n `z̈§l §r ©R §n

Plural (no distinction
between m. and f. )

öl ©rR̈ §n oi¦l ©rR̈ §n
öl ©rR̈ §n

* This table is the original work of Justin Jaron Lewis
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v- THE FUTURE TENSE

         Plural            Sing. Person           

¦pl ©r §t `lrt 1st 

¦YlrtoE ¦Ylrt 2nd m.s.

¦Ylrti 2nd f.s.

¦ilrtoE ¦ilr §t 3rd m.s.

¦Ylr §t 3rd f.s.

vi- THE INFINITIVE

The Infinitive invariably begins with a l. There are irregular infinitives, but in general you
can trust the prefixed Lamed rule.

P'al llrt`

Pa'el nllrt

Itpe'el §z ¦̀ §llr §R`

Itpa'al §z ¦̀ §llr ©R`

Afel ©̀ §llrt`

The ` at the end of many infinitives can also be d`

vii- THE IMPERATIVE

To ask or tell someone to do something, the Zohar may use: the Infinitive; the Future; or
a special Imperative form. The latter is rather rare; some recurring Imperatives are:

i¥fg̈ `Ÿ - come and see!  (2nd m.s.; two imperatives; root 1: `z` ; root 2: ifg )
Ex §n ¦̀  - say!  (2nd m.pl.; root is xn`)
li ¦f - go!  (2nd m.s.; root is lf`)
wER - cease! cut off!  (2nd m.s.; root is wtp )
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